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The coil classifiers are flow classifiers in which the process of separation of grains into fractions
differentiated by their grain size occurs in the stream of the medium and the separation feature is a
characteristic velocity of grains movement in relation to the medium which is the function of their
size. The multi-parameter capacity of the system of conditions of the classification process course
makes up for serious difficulties in constructing of this model. The paper presents an attempt of
identification of significant conditions out of these in which the process takes place. The authors
separated groups of factors affecting the course and results of classification and described their role in
forming the technological indicators and separation characteristics. Also a scheme of construction of a
phenomenological model o f classification which can be considered to be sufficient for practical
purposes, especially for the tasks connected with the regulation and controlling of the operation of
coil classifiers in industrial conditions.

Key words: flow classification, coil classifier, conditions o f the classification process, process
modelling
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FLOW CLASSIFICATION
Essentials of flow classification

The coil (spiral) classifiers constitute a separate group of flow classifiers in which
the characteristic velocity of grains ( v
conditions, constitutes the feature o f grains separation. The extreme value o f this
velocity is constituted by the limit velocity (v
forces acting on it are at equilibrium. The formulas for the characteristic velocity,
especially the limit one, are widely discussed in the literature (Barskij et al. 1974;
Budryk 1937; floffl 1985; Ljakenko 1935; Sztaba 1992, 1993, 1997; Tumidajski
1993; Collective work 1976, 1972, and others) though this problem has not been
sufficiently worked out for the general case o f characteristic velocity (Ljakenko
1935). There are, however, many formulas and calculating methods which enable the
values of limit velocity for certain ranges of basic conditions of the process course to
be calculated (i.e. to evaluate more precisely with the practical accuracy). This
velocity is also generally applied for technological calculations.
The characteristic (limit) velocity v
properties of the grains - classified solid phase (e.g. mineral grains):
- grain density -p
- grain size—d, m,
- grain shape (considered numerically in calculations),
- other less important factors,
properties of the liquid phase—classification medium:
- density of the medium, p
- viscosity of the medium (e.g. determined by the dynamic viscosity rate) - p., Pas,
basic characteristics o f the external force field in which the system grain-liquid
occurs:
- t h e acceleration of gravity force (g) or (and) centrifugal acceleration (0) — in/s
There are many formulas for calculating the limit velocity having theoretically an
unlimited range of applications. This is Budryk's formula (Budryk 1937; Collective
work 1976):

v

(1)

where: a = b = g / ( 1 6 4
This formula can be applied for spherical grains.
A modified form (Sztaba 1992) of Budryk's formula was derived for non-spherical
grains. The shapes of grains can be characterised the following coefficients!
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- spherical coefficient, introduced by Wadell (Andreev et al. 1959; Systo 1964) •
Ck = F
d
- coefficient introduced by A. Nowak (1979; 1981) C A N = P - 11 d

where: F
of a gain, m
1964). This formula has the form:
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(2)

11

and contains all the above mentioned factors affecting the value of the limit velocity v
Substituting in the quoted and other formulas the acceleration due to gravity ( g ) and
centrifugal force (n) allows, with certain simplifications, to apply these formulas for the
calculations of grain movement under the influence of centrifugal force (Nowak 1981).
The application of flow classification

The operations of flow classification occur commonly in technological processes of
processing and transforming solid materials that are medium and especially fme-grained.
They are characterised by high efficiencies with a simultaneously lower precision of
separation in comparison with the screen classification ("mechanical" — sieving). As far
as the latter one is concerned, they are much cheaper, both from the point of view of
machinery costs and exploitation expenditure. The finer material is separated, the larger
are the differences. When the very fine grains are classified, the application of screen
classification i s economically nonviable, and i n case o f extremely fine grains,
technologically impossible, except for some rare cases, occurring mostly in chemical
technology, production of special abrasive materials, semi-products for electronic or
medical ceramics and a few others.
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Flow classifiers

The equipment for flow classification, i.e. flow (stream) classifiers, reveals extreme
diversity o f construction solutions, depending on numerous factors and also on
technological assumptions (Barskij et al. 1974; Grzelak 1975; MITI 1985; LjaMenko
1935; Nowak 1981; Razumov et al. 1982; Collective work 1976, 1972 and many
others). Usually the attempts of detailed systematic classifications of these machines are
given up in favour for determining of their certain classes, differentiated by certain
groups of conditions of operation courses and certain types of construction solutions
(Collective work 1976, 1972). The subject-matter of this paper comprises exclusively
the classification operations, performed in coil classifiers.

COIL CLASSIFIERS
Figure 1 presents the schematic diagram of construction of the coil classifier.

Fig. 1. Two-coil spiral classifier (according to Hoffl, 1985)
1—chute, 2—worm, 3—drive, 4—worm shaft lifting mechanism, 5—suspension inflow, 6—worm shaft
bearing, 7—underflow intake chute, 8—suspension level

The spiral classifiers belong to the group of classifiers (Barskij et al. 1974):
- with the liquid medium of classification (hydraulic),
- gravitational,
- horizontal-current,
- with lateral intake of feed,
- with mechanical underflow (coarse-gained product).
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The mechanical outtake of the tmderflow occurs by means of the worm (spiral, coil)
conveyor, the presence of which makes the coil classifiers distinct among other flow
"mechanical" classifiers (having mechanical parts for taking the underflow out). In highefficiency classifiers two parallel conveyors are installed (spirals) (Fig. 1). Three-coil
classifiers are almost exceptional.
The operation of the coil classifier is generally known and described in the literature,
including the reference quoted in the introduction, therefore it is not discussed in this
paper. To supplement the previous remarks about the range o f applications o f such
classifiers, it should be mentioned that the occurrence of the zone of free water run-off
from the underflow product (between the left edge— Fig. 1. o f the suspension surface
(8) and the threshold of tmderflow intake (7), enables the use of spiral classifiers not only
for the grain classification but also for dewatering of coarse-grained suspensions. The
effect of dewatering occurs always as accompanying the classification in flow machines.
In case of classifying the materials of heterogeneous mineral composition, especially
density-like, there is also a side effect of enrichment, which, however, is a characteristic
feature of all flow operations. These problems are not discussed in this work (Sztaba
1988).

IDENTIFICATION OF CONDITIONS OF THE SEPARATION PROCESS IN THE
COIL CLASSIFIER
The above mentioned multi-parameter characteristics of the system in the course of
the classification process is especially visible in case of mechanical classifiers (including
the coil ones) which reveal a specific configuration of construction elements, including
these which have movable elements, distinctly affecting the course and results of the
process. The works o f Sztaba (1992; 1993) and Sztaba et al. (1996, 1998) indicate
difficulties which occur during the attempts of considering the values characterising the
construction elements, in the construction o f model descriptions o f classification
processes. The main reasons are the lack, in many cases, of technological justifications of
direct assumption o f numerical characteristics o f values o f construction elements in
models, as opposed to the influence (most often indirect, in many cases confounding or
even not fully univocal) of these values upon the technological effects of the process and
also the lack, so far, an unanimous concept of considering, in such descriptions, the
influence of the classifier on the process of construction configuration. The quoted works
contain an attempt of systematic approach of such a configuration, yet the effects of their
influence are not univocal, not mentioning even the joint effect of the set of these
elements.
In this situation an attempt of identification of significant conditions was made in
which the process occurs by means of the phenomenological description. The groups of
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factors affecting the course and results of the process were differentiated (groups: 1. —
construction characteristics of the classifier and 2. — movement characteristics of the
process) and their role in shaping the process technological conditions of the process was
described (group 3.). A similar influence on the separation characteristics is a separate
problem (group 4.).
Factors describing the conditions of the separation process and the evaluation of its results

The title conditions of the process course and the parameters o f description and
evaluation of its results (Tichonov 1973; Sztaba 1988; Sztaba et al. 1990) can be grouped
as follows. The list presents, respectively, the factor's name, denotation and dimension:
1. construction characteristics of the classifier
1.1. length of the classifier chute L , m
1.2. width of the classifier chute B , m
1.3. length of the overflow edge—b, m
1.4. diameter of the spiral—D, m
1.5. pitch of the spiral thread—S, m
1.6. number of spiral threads—Z,
1.7. number of worms (underflow conveyors)—N,
2. movement characteristics of the process
2.1. depending on the classifier construction parameters
2.1.1. number of spiral revolutions—n,
2.1.2. inclination angle of the classifier chute - 9, rad
2.1.3. height of the overflow edge—H, m
2.1.4. distance between the feed inlet and the overflow edge—1, m
2.1.5. area of the suspension level—P, m
2.2. depending on the feed properties
2.2.1. frequency function (distribution function of grain sizes of the feed ) - f
2.2.2. density of the solid phase - Ps, kg/m
2.2.3. coefficients of grain shapes—Ck, CAN,
2.2.4. density of the liquid phase - P
2.2.5. viscosity of the liquid phase - p,, Pas
2.2.6. volume concentration of the solid phase in the feed - 00, (%), or as a fraction
2.2.7. feed density - Pc, kg/m
2.2.8. suspension (feed) viscosity - p.
2.2.9. efficiency of the solid phase in the feed— Q
2.2.10. efficiency of the inflow of additional water— Q
3. technological results of the process
3.1. efficiency of the solid phase in the overflow—- Q
3.2. efficiency of the solid phase in the underflow— Q. kg/h
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3.3. yield of the solid phase of the overflow - y
3.4. yield of the solid phase of the tmderflow - y,„ (%)
3.5. volume concentration of the solid phase in the overflow - O
3.6. volume concentration of the solid phase in the underflow - O
3.7. overflow density - p
3.8. underflow density - p
3.9. frequency function (distribution function of grain sizes of the overflow) - f
3.10. frequency function (distribution function of grain sizes of the underflow) -f,,(d)
4. characteristics of grain separation
4.1. separation boundary (division grain, cut size)— d
4.2. probable deviation (quarter deviation) of separation E
4.3. absolute indicator of separation accuracy r (dimensionless).
The values of groups 1 and 2 determine the course and results of separation. Further
on, they are treated as determining (variable) values. The values of group 3 (first of all)
and group 4 are determined (variable) values. In practice, their values (most often, only
some of them) are assumed according to technological needs, resulting from the place
and function of the described operation in the technological system (process).
The above listed determining values (groups 1 and 2) maintain this role in all aspects
of evaluation of results of action of the classifier (functions: classification, dewatering,
enrichment). The values o f group 1 are connected with invariable elements o f
construction of the classifier and are not subject to regulations. Their possible changes
would require appropriate changes in the construction of the machine, i.e. a construction
of a new device. The values of subgroup 2.1 are as a rule also fixed by the construction
features of the device but can, when needed, be changed with any significant construction
alterations. This, however, happens only exceptionally. It then concerns first of all item
2.1.3 (H) and 2.1.4. (1). The change of the value of position 2.1.2 (9) and (or) 2.1.3 (H)
changes the values of the suspension mirror area (2.1.5 — P), connected with them and
with appropriate values from group 1. (1.2 — B and 1.3 — b) a simple geometric
dependence.
of the solid phase of the feed and the liquid phase of the suspension [2.2.1 - f
Ps, 2.2.3 - Ck and CAN, 2.2.4 -Pc, 2.2.5 - d e p e n d on the natural properties of these
materials and are not subject to regulation, from the point of view of the process they are
disturbing (variable) values. Out of the remaining values of this group, any assumption
of values is possible in case of 2.2.6 - 00, 2.2.9 Q
connected with other values in the way presented roughly in the following part of this
chapter. The value 0 - volume concentration o f the solid phase in the suspension
2) •

in classifiers provided for giving out an overflow of fairly fine grain sizes or (and) of fairly high
efficiency of this product, B = b, as on Fig. 1.
3) size of grains, d, a general feature, basic variable for the description of granulometric properties of
grained materials
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(occurring in the paper as 00, e
underflow) is a very important value characterising the suspension and allowing many its
properties to be calculated, including these which directly affect the separation process in
the classifier. It is described as a quotient of the volume of the solid phase (V„ m
the volume of the entire suspension (V = V, + V
phase in this suspension):

e= s
V

(

For the sake of order, it should be mentioned that in industrial conditions often a
similar value is applied, called the suspension concentration (a) and determined as a
quotient of the solid phase (Q
—mass of the liquid phase of this suspension):

a= Q s

(4)

Qs+ cQ

Both these important values are connected by dependencies

a=

0 •Ps
•Ps + (

(1— a)• Pc

= (1— a) • p

(

When the value e is known, it is possible to calculate the suspension density (p),
its apparent viscosity (W) and capacities o f suspension ( V ) and water i n the
suspension ( T ) . The role o f these values in the flow classification process is
described by Barskij et al. (1974), Ljakenko (1935), Nowak (1981), Syslo (1964),
Sztaba (1993, 1994, 1997), Tichonow (1973), Collective work (1972, 1976 ) and
others.The density of the mixture of k components (in general case) is calculated by
the formula:

P E Pi •
i=1

(6)

Eei=
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where:
—p - mixture density, kg/m
—p,- density of the i-th component of the mixture, kg/m
— - concentration by volume of the i-th component in the mixture, (%).
For the two-component mixtures, e.g. suspensions which are, among others, the feed
and classifier products (in case o f classification o f density-homogenous products,
especially the monomineml ones, or in the conditions o f omitting the occurrence o f
various components "apparent homogeneity"), formula (6) is simplified to the form:

P ' Ps • es + Pc • ( 1
where (as given before)
—Ps, p
—O
(1 - O
the concentration of the solid phase is used — in the feed and classifier products ON
0,„ O
If, a s i n the case o f hydraulic classification, water i s the liquid phase
(p

p 0 • (p
Apparent viscosity is calculated (formula given by Baczynski):

-= 12

1— 0)

(

wherem, - coefficient of dynamic viscosity of pure liquid, Pa.s.
One of the most important applications of value 0 can be found in calculating the
limit velocity in the conditions of constrained settling. The quoted formulas (1) and
(2) concern the so-called free settling under the conditions of the lack of additional
actions which are caused by the co-settling grains (and also, to some extend, geometry
of the area in which the separation takes place) (e.g. Collective work 1972, 1976 and
others). Formally, in a simplified way, the velocity of constrained settling (v
be calculated substituting in Eqs (1), (2) and others, not quoted here, the value p
instead of p
although calculating the apparent viscosity for them is not well-grounded.
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Knowing the expenditure of the solid phase in the suspension stream (also in the
tank, etc. ) —Q„, kg/h (x = 0, p,w), the capacity of the stream of the entire suspension
can be calculated:
(1

Q
a 0 • Ps +(
and the expenditure of the stream of water in the suspension

Q

W

It should be noted that: formulas (3) to (11) are general and some denotations do not
form a self-consistant system with the system of denotations assumed before.
The values determined from the technological group (3) allow the process to be
evaluated due to the implementation of both the function of classification and dewatering.
A possible evaluation of effects of enrichment in the process of classification require first
of all some additional data about the contents of the feed components which can be the
subject of the evaluation.
Out of the values belonging to this group only the values of product density are
obtained from direct measurements (p
(only to the values o f function j(d)
composition ( f
2.2.1). Also the measurements of the capacity of the suspension stream ( Q
products (though, practically, only the overflow). The other, technologically important,
values are obtained in an indirect way or as a result of laboratory tests of samples taken
from the streams of products q f
Qp

(12)
Q0
P Q 0
7
w
expressed usually in percentage values, in industrial conditions practically impossible to
be calculated directly from formulas (12), are computed most often from the balance of
components (Stcpiriski 1964; Collective work 1976 and others) of the solid and liquid
phases with the application of the measured values of p (p
with the application of fimetionsAd) ( f
procedure, using usually the least square method—e.g. the formula given by Grumbrecht

4) Here the frequency function M ) is used as the function o f grain characteristics (Sztaba 1964,
Collective work 1976); in practical applications almost always other functions are used, integer ones, of
much higher utility advantages whereas the frequency function is more convenient in theoretical and
general considerations.
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(Tumidajski 1993) or others, for which the calculating programs have already been
worked out.
The important value 0 (here 0 E Co, o f the concentration o f the solid phase) is
calculated from the formula being the transformation of formula (7):

es ' P —Pc
Ps P c

(13)

The values Qp and Q
previously discussed values of yields of products (y
products and Qz at least for one product—transforming, among others, formulas (10) and
(11)).
The listed values of the group of characteristics of grain separation (4) concern only
the function of classification (separation of the feed into products of different grain size
distribution, i.e. coarser undedlow and fmer overflow). These characteristics do not
concern the function of dewatering or the effects of enrichment.
The characteristics 4.1 — d
curve (Sztaba 1956; Mayer 1971), calculated and applied (the values of the numbers of
separation - t(d) for the overflow and T(d) for the underflow are calculated) in the way
described (Sztaba 1956). The value 4.3, r = E
(Sztaba 1956). These values serve to estimate the process of classification as a random
process. The value of d
the overflow and underflow, determines the boundary between these products and Ep
characterises the dispersion o f values o f these probabilities; thus characterising the
separation accuracy (the higher the smaller the value of Er).
In practice, it is not enough to obtain the separation of limit grains on the level of
50%. For example, one of the methods of calculation of sizes of coil classifiers (Razumov
et al. 1982; Collective work 1976) uses the maximum overflow grain, determined as the
grain of such a size that there are 95% of grains in the overflow which are under this size
(the so-called 95%-grain). In such cases the separation curve has to be used (t or T)
together with the grain size distribution characteristics of the feed ( 1
For practical reasons the calculations of coil classifiers are mainly performed because
of the sizes of: cut size ( d
underflow (Q,), or (in case of the assumption of the use of the dewatering function) the
overflow (p
characterising the accuracy of separation (e.g. Ep
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The influence of conditions of the process course on its technological results and estimation

The formerly discussed relations between the values applied for the description of
course conditions and results o f classification as well as limitations to the values
practically useful in industrial conditions contribute to significant reduction o f the
number of values which should be taken under consideration when describing the mutual
relations between them. According to the general rule assumed for the present paper, the
values affecting the underflow characteristics are not differentiated.
The determining values to be considered are as follows:
1) area of the suspension level P ; P = P(B, b, 9, H),
2) distance of the feed inlet from the overflow edge—1,
3) frequency function of the feed solid phase — t
4) efficiency of the solid phase in the feed - Q
5) volume concentration of the solid phase in the feed, determining the conditions of
gain constrained settling - 0
and water, or calculated by formula (13),
6) joint efficiency of water in the feed - QW= Q
introduced together with the feed.
The remaining values of groups 1 and 2:
- the values of constant values for a certain group of processes: density of the solid phase
(P
conditions results clearly from formulas (1), (2), (5), (7), (10), (13); The coefficients of
grain shapes of the solid phase (C
velocity,
- the values influencing the characteristics and expenditure o f u n d e r
neglected (being important mainly for the function of dewatering): the length of the
classifier chute (L), characteristics of the spiral and its movement (D, S, Z, N, n)—in case
of evaluation of the gain characteristics of this product it is possible to use the relations
between the grain size distributions of the feed, overflow, underflow and yields of the
latter:

aw

aoi — api •)
w

(14)
y

5) It is impossible to use such an entire function; the range of this work exemplifies it as a symbol of the
feed grain size distribution; in case of the flow classification its most important feature is constituted by
the content of extremely fine grains and, especially, the so-called primary muds (Razumov et al. 1982,
collective 1976) whose presence significantly affects the theological properties of the suspension, first of
all increasing its apparent viscosity (over the value calculated, e.g., from formula (9) and thus decreasing
the limit (characteristic) velocities of grains sedimentation.

A-MemPtions tor e0PrlOrwaing m a d e o f t l y separatt'on, ,

where am. a
dimensionless,
It is enough to take into consideration the following values:
1) yield of the anderflow solid phase -- y
2) volume concentration of the solid phase01 the overflow 3) separation boundary (tut size)— d
4) probable deviation of the separation
Additionally., it should be observed that the grain composition of the overflow (fp(d),
ap,) can he calculated, i f necessary, applying the transformed formula (14) and the
parameters of the separation curve (cl
Extween the conditions of the process course and its results ire listed in Table 1 in the
cells of which them are syrnbots determining the chancier of the relation. These s)rmbois
determine the changes of the value denoted at growili of the variable determining value. +
- determined value u
that apart from a few cases of clear strong non-linear dependence, denoted as A1 or A
(
character of the relation is not determined. It is also assumed that with the change of the
value of aconcrete determining value, the remaining values are not changed.
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Diagram of construction of the model of classification

In the simplest case of construction of the phenomenological model of the process
it can be written, separately for each determined value, as:
Z

i • Zdeteining

(

1

5

)

where
—
considered in Table 1,
—b—empirical coefficient with the symbol corresponding to the symbol in the Table 1.
Also other procedures of construction of such models can be applied. System (15) can
serve also as an introductory scheme to determinist models, e.g. constructed with the
application o f principles o f the dimensional analysis. Regardless o f the presented
dependencies, it should be reminded that two basic types o f coil classifiers can be
differentiated for which a distinguishing feature is constituted by the position of the lower
end of the spiral in relation to the overflow edge (Razumov et al. 1982; Collective work
1976).
Numerically, this feature is determined by the difference D—H:
I) classifiers with the non-immersed spiral ( D — H) > 0 —are use for classification at
larger values of ci
Ep is usually larger than in other constructions,
2) classifiers with the immersed spiral— (D—H) < 0—are used for classification at lower
values d
smaller than in other constructions.
This variety of constructions should be taken into consideration when formulating
conclusions which generalise the results of investigations carried out on the separation
process in classifiers of differentiated construction features. The dependencies of Table 1
will be of the same character but in the model record the values of numerical coefficients
will be different at respective values.The presented scheme of construction of models can
be sufficient for practical purposes, particularly for the tasks connected with regulation
and control of coil classifiers in industrial conditions. Having such models at disposal
would make precise the principles of selection in comparison to the mentioned methods
of designing o f these machines, which, as a rule, do not consider the qualitative
technological parameters of the process products (Razumov et al. 1982; Collective work
1972, 1976).
Such models cannot be considered satisfactory from the cognitive point of view.
Maintaining only for selected determined values there are no grounds for determining a
univocal model record, taking into account all these values. These difficulties will be
enlarged by broadening their list. There are, however, some premises for a theoretical
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proof, empirically stating an almost linear dependence (according the existing
investigation results) between d
value r, approximately constant for a given classifier (Sztaba 1956), yet there are not
enough data to state univocally this constancy for various items of machines of this type.
The problem consists of large sampling of relatively numerous machines, apart from the
execution of such samplings. The performed considerations and investigations allowed
the results to be presented and confirmed a formerly formulated thesis (Sztaba 1993)
about a significant effect of construction parameters on the operation of classifiers with
numerous mechanical elements. Therefore, n o possibilities o f constructing the
generalised models can be expected before a significant progress i s reached i n
descriptions and quantifications of roles of mechanical elements in flow technological
devices, including coil classifiers. On the other hand, the work on modelling of flow
processes classification, carried out in other machines, without such strong participation
of influences of mechanical elements on technological results (chamber and other simpler
hydraulic and a i r classifiers, and also centrifugal devices o f free vortex eg.
hydrocyc tones), can explain many details, important for flow classification processes and

even the entire class o f flow processes, necessary for solving the discussed
problems. Strict determinist description of separation processes in machines of forced
vortex (classifying sedimenting centrifuges), i n spite o f significant progress i n
modelling (Nowak 1981), must be confronted with problems, analogical to coil
classifiers, with the description o f the influence o f mechanical elements on their
operation and results. Nevertheless, no progress in solving them can be expected without
such investigations which broaden the initial positions of further modelling of the process
occurring in such complex conditions as coil machines.
The presented scheme of fraction modelling, sufficient for practical purposes, should
be applied b y means o f using the collected industrial data and constructing
phenomenological models for certain applications and simultaneously aiming at their
gradual generalisation.
This work was completed as a result of implementation of the 1999 subject of statute
investigations of Department of Mineral Processing, Environment Protection and Wastes
Utilisation o f University o f Mining and Metallurgy i n Krakow (contract n o
11.11.100.238, task 1, stage 2) (Sztaba 1998).
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Kazimierz St. SZTABA, Alicia NOWAK, Zato2enia do modelowania separacji w Idasyfikatorach
zwojowych, Fizykochemiczne Problemy Mineralurgii 34, 77-94 (w jcz. angielskim)
Klasyfikatory zwoj owe (spiralne) sq urzqdzeniami stu2kcymi do rozdziatu §rednio- i drobnouziarnionych zawiesin fazy stalej w cieczach (z reply w wodzie) na produkty o zroMicowanym uziarnieniu fazy
stalej. Cechq ziarn decydujqcq o zachowaniu sic ziarna w procesach przeplywowych jest ich predkotO
charakterystyczna — w praktyce tzw. predkoge graniczna. Oprocz podstawowego efelctu klasyfikacji
ziamowej, w IcaZdym jej procesie wystcpujq efekty rotnicowania w poszczegolnych produktach, stostmku
fazy stalej do cieldej, a w przypadkach klasyfikacji materialow niejednorodnych pod wzglcdem sktadu
mineralnego, wystepujq ponadto uboczne efelcty wzbogacania. Klasyfikatory zwojowe nadajq sic
szczegolnie do stosowania rownie2 w charakterze urzqdzen odwadniajkcych. Zespot cech konstrukcyjnych, ruchowych i elcsploatacyjnych idasyfikatorow zwojowych obejmuje w zwittzku z mo2liwogclami
rO2norodnych zastosowan, kilkadziesiqt czynnikow wptywajqcych na przebieg procesu i jego wyniki
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twhoologicthe oraz wartiolci wikagnikOo stiAcych ° p i n t promu rozdzittN. Wptyw wickszoici
owych etch a wyn iki prrtIctsu Me jest w pelm rozpoulany. Unimotliwia to budowc modelo detertninistycznago procegu, budowa modoli fanomenologicznych w
nyrih p u y unicnnych wattuklach voittu wartmkow I c h realincja, rwlaszcza m o
przemysiowych jest nieTwykle brain& W opracowardu przodstawiono dyskusic vItywu NvitrUnk w
prwesil nit jego wynild w tdolostania do elaktu idagytikaci I. a takzew ograniczonyrn stopnlit do rtakt5w
oldwadMatlia. Nztdatawlono prONZyck $posobu postqpowania w rzypadku pDszukilwania opis6w
modtIourych otrpritallimumj azczeg6lowoici_

